
 

 

 
Apprenticeship in steel concrete construction (reference number 27/13) 
 
On behalf of our client company Beton-Fertigteilbau Erfurt GmbH we are looking for an 
apprentice in concrete and steel concrete construction. Erfurt is a lively town in Thuringia and 
is also the capital of the Free State of Thuringia. 
 

What is steel concrete construction about? Anything from stairs to TV towers! 

Concrete – it’s both young and strong. It is true that the Romans used a similar material but 
the concrete we use today is no older than 150 years. Especially in combination with steel 
concrete is exceptionally strong and can withstand extraordinary charges. 

From stairways to TV towers – the utilization of concrete is diverse: concrete is mixed 
according to formulas to fit different construction projects which include constructing form 
work up to the installation of steel reinforcements. Projects can range from constructing floor 
ceilings, stairs in buildings up to collaboration in complex engineering projects like bridges, 
TV towers or reservoir dams.  

 

About the apprenticeship 

 duration is 36 months (which is the regular duration of an apprenticeship in Germany) 

 It consists of practical and theoretical training.  

 Practical training is done in the company; theoretical education is done in a vocational 
school. Therefore you won’t just learn the theory but also gain hands-on practical 
experience in the respective vocation.  

 You receive vocational training pay.  
 
 
Training content 

 becoming familiar with the organization of our enterprise 

 handling activity recording, task schedule, operating plan 

 preparing, safeguarding and clearing construction sites 

 producing components out of concrete and steel concrete 

 installation of insulation material for heat and cold protection, sound proofing and fire 
protection 

 maintenance and repair of concrete and steel concrete components 

 quality assurance and reporting 

 occupational safety and health protection at work, environmental protection 

 employment and collective bargaining law are also part of the education 

 There is a midterm exam after the second year of the apprenticeship and a final 
examination after the third year.  

 
 

Your profile 

 school graduation (equivalent to German middle school, where you graduate after 10 
school years, or better such as high school graduation)  

 you need a good grasp, technical understanding and visual thinking 

 you have technical skill 

 at least basic proficiency in German language (the training is conducted in German) 

 you are between 18 and 35 years old and physically fit 

 
 
 

Follow us facebook for more job offers!  

http://www.facebook.com/pages/Eurowexel/138816176292428


 

 

Conditions 

 interesting apprenticeship with diverse task spectrum 

 good working climate in our team 

 40hour workweek 

 apprentice’s pay 
 
 
Application documents 

 CV in German or English 

 school graduation certificate, other certificates and employment references if relevant 

 

Please send your complete application documents by email to karriere@eichenbaum.de and 
indicate the reference number in your documents and the email. 

For further inquiries please contact us (in English or German) on +49 3621 510 400. 
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